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LUNAFEST sheds
I ight on women's
.issues

MLS' Timbers draft Herrick
Gaels' keeper picked by Portland's Major League Soccer team after standout season

Female filmmakers
make a difference
B Rebecca laird
Staff Writer

Senior goalkeeper Doug Herrick led the Gaels to their first·ever

bv Alex Kozela
Editor-in-Chief

After a record-breaking season
with the Gaels, senior Doug Herrick now hopes to become the
first Saint Mary's player to play in
Major League Soccer.
Herrick, the Gaels' starting
keeper, was selected by the Portland Timbers with the #46 pick in

wee championship and

the third round of last Tuesday's
MLS Supplemental Draft, culminating a year in which he led the
Saint Mary's men's soccer team to
the wee championship and the
Elite Eight of the NCAA Tournament, both first-time achievements
for the program.
As a senior in 2011, Herrick
recorded a single-season record 10
shutouts in 23 games, while also

Courtesy of portlandtimbers.com

Elite Eight berth.

closing out his Saint Mary's career
as the men's soccer record holder
for overall wins (28) and shutouts (24). While his senior year
successes may have significantly
improved his chances of getting
drafted, he acknowledges that it
was a four-year process.
"I don't think you can just look
at one year," Herrick said. "I've
improved a lot each year at Saint

LUNAFEST, a traveling film
festival composed of award-winning short films which celebrate
with and for women, made its
debut at Saint Mary's in Hagerty
Lounge Wednesday, January 18.
Comprised of nine short films,
LUNAFEST aims to raise money
for local non-profits and the Breast
Cancer Fund while expanding on
women's experiences and social
issues. The films are made by female filmmakers with themes that
stimulate discussion of issues such
as self-esteem and identity. The
films are meant to inspire viewers
to make.a difference in their communities and compel discussion.
The room was filled and attentive with the cycling of one film
to the next. Each film varied in
gender appreciation, cultural context, and artistic perspective and
vision. The films, Life Model by
Lori Fetchers and How to Be Alone
by Andrea Dorfman expressed
ways in which one can grow in selfacceptance: in how we encourage
ourselves in physical appreciation,
along with learning to be content
in our own minds and experiences.
The short film Life Model, shot in
interview form, follows a woman
in her seventies, who for decades,
has posed for artists as a nude
model. Her first explanation of
why modeling has been foundational to her life was that it became
a therapy and opportunity to say,
"I'm okay."
She brought to life a childlike yet
time-wise way of self acceptance.
Encouraging the viewer to delight
in the body he or she has, she said,
"One thing I learned in life, give
yourself permission. Everything
equalizes out".
Many have looked to her profession with doubtful eyes and
antipathy, albeit there emanated
a resonation and dialectic appreciation.
Seeing herself in the finished
paintings, sketches, and sculptures,
she could not rely on the tellings
of her mirror that once awaited her
criticisms each morning. She has
come to terms with getting older
in a youth-obssesed society. The
artistic products of her figure inner person outwardly displayed
and naked - revealed to her and
the viewer a much more beloved
and sincere way of accepting
each person's physical power and

Mary's and have come a long
way in my four years here. But I
don't think I'd be in this situation
if I were a senior last year. It's a
culmination of four years but [this
year's success] really put me on the
map as well."
In addition to breaking records
for wins and shutouts, Herrick

see HERRICK, p8

Solnit discusses society's reacti.ons to crises, disasters
Author, historian examines nature of humanity as part of speaker series
tiple essays, she chose to focus on
the theme of crossing the public and
Staff Writer
private divide in times of crisis. This
border isn't a geographical border as
Rebecca Solnit graced Saint
we may assume, but rather a psychoMary's Tuesday night in the Soda
logical border. Private satisfaction
Center with her thoughts and theoentails love, family, and the activities
ries on the true nature of human kind.
we conduct in our homes. The pubA prolific writer and cultural histolic sphere is where we live, how we
rian, she spoke as a part of a Januact in public, and the environments
ary Term
in which
series of ( ( "Wiza
/d
d
h
·
we
carry
guests on
t wou you 0 l we were tt
out our
the topic with a 9. 9 earthquake right now?
day-to'Crossing
day habBorders.'
-Rebecca So/nit
' ' its. Solnit
"What
believes
would
that the
you do if we were hit with a 9. 9
two cease to be separate in times
earthquake right now?" Solnit asked
of disaster, and rather become one.
this question of the audience and
The earthquake and t:Sunarni in
was met with a stunned reaction.
Japan, the earthquakes that afflict
She segued into a discussion on the
California, and the September 11
people's actions when faced with a
attacks are all disasters, according
natural disaster.
The author of 13 books and mul- see SOLNIT, p3
bV Jamie Douglas
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Yes, by the margin of the beauteous stream,
Whose playful waters o'er the
cascades leap,
O r through the vales melodiously creep,
I love to sit and ponder; soon
a dream
O f Fancy steals away my
thoughts - a gleam
Of some ennobling picture, or
a glimpse
Of joy celestial, or of ages o'er.
The place seems peopled with
fair naiads and nymphs,
Who sport the woods among, or
by the shore
Sing songs romantic to the passing wind;
At sound of clanking wheel or
city's roar
Quick fade these airy fisions of
the mind,
And Fancy terrified doth melt
away,
As shadows in the presence of
the day.
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Crime Beat-- - - - 12/6/2012
9:49 p.m.
Incident: Student handbook
violation.
Synopsis: Possession of a hookah and underage possession of
alcohol in Ageno C; referred to
Community Life.
12/7/2012
1:38 a.m.
Incident: Student handbook
violation.
Synopsis: Possession of marijuana paraphernalia in More Hall;
referred to Community Life.
12/7/2012
1:40 a.m.
Incident: Student handbook
violation.
Synopsis: Students ignited fireworks in Justin and Mitty quad
area; referred to Community
Life.
1/7 /2012
2:30 p.m.
Incident: Hit and run.
Synopsis: Damage to right rear
quarter panel and bumper in
Aquinas parking lot; suspended.
1/9/2012
11:47 p.m.
Incident: Student handbook
violation.
Synopsis: Possession of mari-

juana, THC oil and paraphernalia in Becket Hall; referred to
Community Life.

1/11/2012
12:05 p.m.
Incident: Vandalism.
Synopsis: Broken window
from apple being thrown at it
in De La Salle Hall; referred to
Facilities Services and Campus
Housing.
1/11/2012
3:50 p.m.
Incident: Grand theft.
Synopsis: Tote bag with personal items stolen in Becket Hall;
referred to Student Contact.
1/12/2012
2:35 a.m.
Incident: Medical assist.
Synopsis: Student felt ill in
South Claeys but no transport;
referred to Community Life and
Health & Wellness.
1112/2012
8:30 p.m.
Incident: Public intoxication.
Synopsis: Taxi was called to
take intoxicated visitor in McKeon Pavilion back to his hotel;
suspended.
1/12/2012

10:55 p.m.

Incident: Medical assist.
Synopsis: Fall from window
in Aquinas Hall-transported
to John Muir Medical Center;
referred to Community Life and
Health & Wellness.

1/12/2012
11:27 p.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm.
Synopsis: Malicious pull of fire
.station in Becket Hall-reset;
referred to Community Life and
Facilities Services.
1/13/2012
4:15 a.m.
Incident: Student handbook
violation.
Synopsis: Possession of marijuana and paraphernalia in North
Claeys; referred to Community
Life.
1/13/2012
6:47 p.m.
Incident: Student handbook
violation.
Synopsis: Possession of marijuana and paraphernalia in Upper
De La Salle parking lot; referred
to Community Life.
1/13/2012
11:50 p.m.
Incident: Vandalism.
Synopsis: Window in Ageno B

broken by two cement cylinder shaped bricks; referred to
Community Life and Campus
Housing.

1/14/2012
12:05 a.m.
Incident: Vandalism.
Synopsis: Passenger side view
mirror dangling from its electronic cable in North Claeys
parking lot; suspended.
1/14/2012
7:22 p.m.
Incident: Student handbook
violation.
Synopsis: Possession of marijuana, paraphernalia and a pocket
knife in Mitty Hall; referred to
Community Life.
1/16/2012
2:59 a.m.
Incident: Vandalism.
Synopsis: Exit sign damaged in
Ageno B; referred to Community Life and Facilities Services.
1/19/2012
11:10 p.m.
Incident Student handbook
violation.
Synopsis: Possession of
marijuana, paraphernalia and
homemade air gun in Augustine
Hall.; referred to Community
Life.

Correction
In our last issue, we stated that KSMC would have live online broadcasts of basketball games. However, the station will only broadcast live
games on 89.5 FM. Online rebroadcasts will be available in the future.

The Collegian strives to correct any and all errors of fact.
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Documentary of Lasallian Volunteers hits home
From the
Coast-to-coast Lasallian bike riders raise funds and poverty awareness
Archives:
hV Jencv James
Lounge last week.
they were doing served a greater
The Storm God
Their journey began in Warren- purpose. Rider Tom Cook deAssistant News Editor

(1910)
There cometh with low'ring
brow
Out from the gates of the west,
The awful god of storms.
Filled with a great unrest.
When he roars his stern commands,
The echo shakes the hills,
When he hurls his javelins of
fire,
Man's heart with terror thrills.
Beneath his juggernaut car
T)le forest kings bow down,
He lays waste the fields,
He leaves in ruin the town.
He laughs at the might of men,
And scorns thei rpuny power,
And the patient work of years
He levels in an hour.
He driveth his steeds - the
winds,
O'er mountain, valley and sea,
Then turns to his home in the
skies,
And earth from his reign is free.
-M.B.
This poem was originally printed in
November 1910 in Volume VIII, No.2

of The Collegian.

Fifty-one cities, 13 · states and
3,646 miles. While it sounds like
the route for Tour de France, it was
. actually the journey that 12 members of the Lasallian Volunteers
organization decided to embark
on last summer in hopes of raising
poverty awareness.
According to the Lasallian
Volunteers website, "as of 2009,
14.3 percent of
all persons in the
United States live
in poverty." This
translates to about
40 million Americans. The Lasallian core values
consist of faith,
service and community, and the
members wanted
to do their part
in serving those
in need. This
meant taking on
the challenge of
biking across the country and
volunteering at various shelters
and soup kitchens, all the while
trying to reach their goal of raising $100,000 to encourage literacy
in children. Their efforts were
captured in the documentary, LVs
Ride: A Coast to Coast Movement
which was shown in Hagerty

lfTtness News at Saint Mary's
Get into shape the way you want. With kickboxing, yoga,
iand interval classes every week you can break away from,
your weekly running plan and get your heart rate up
with your friends!

January Fitness Classes
tM onday
7:00-8:00 PM Turbo Kickboxing

Art 105 Studio

uesday
7:30-8:30 PM Yoga
8:00-9:00 PM Weightlifting

Art 105 Studio
Power Plant

ednesday
7:00- 8:00 PM Turbo Kickboxing

Art 105 Studio

hursday
7:30-8:30 PM Weightlifting

Power Plant

Sunday
1:00-2:00 PM Core/Body Circut
6:00-7:00 PM

Zumba

Madigan
Art 105 Studio

Contact RecSports for more info
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ton, Oregon. The group consisted
of 12 national riders, most of
which were previous Lasallian
Volunteers in their twenties; however, Brother Ed Phelan proved to
be the exception at 71 years old.
He also participated in a similar
bike ride ten years ago. The riders
christened their journey by dip-

ping their back tires in the Pacific
Ocean before setting off at a pace
of 75-127 miles a day. "My biggest
obstacle was how inexperienced
I was about biking," rider Kelly
Towns said.
While the ride's physical demands were significant, the riders
made it through by knowing what

scribed the bike ride as a metaphor
for the cycle of poverty, saying,
"LVs are willing to give up the
downhill to help with the uphill
of those in need."
In between biking, the riders
served meals in soup kitchens such
as the Blanchet House in Oregon
to the Cornerstone Rescue Mission in South
Dakota. "Even
when they
were tired and
needed rest,
they served,"
said the film's
director.
The ride
ended two
months later
on August 13
at Long Beach
in New Jersey
where supporters were
waiting with
~-..II
Courtesy of lvside.com open arms to
receive the riders, who raised over $100,000 for
San Miguel Schools throughout
the country.
"I knew this would be something I would regret for the rest
of my life if I passed up this opportunity," Towns said. "I would
love to participate in more bike
rides with a powerful message."

2012
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Calendar

Mediation with Br. Camillus

l'uesday. Januazy 24
Wednesday, Janu<µy 25
11:40 a.$..,_ 12:20 p.m.
Chapel
x4366
Jan Tenn. Speaker Serles
Tuesday, January 24
4;00 p.rn. - 7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m..
Delphine Lounge
Contact Joan Iva Fawcett

x8317

Social Justice Event
Tuesday, January 24
7:.00 p.m, -8:30 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
· Contact Reuben G~eenwald
x4704
Jail TeQD. Speaker Series
Tuesday, January 24, 2012
4:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m..
7:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m.
Delphine Lounge
Contact Joan Iva Fawcett
x8317

SOLNIT: 'Everyday life is a disaster'
continued from page 1
to Solnit. However, she believes
that it is during crisis that we can
create "order out of chaos," and
notes that "what we do with [crisis]
is sometimes remarkable."
Commenting on humanity, she
says, "Most people are solid in a
disaster." Naturally we assume that
anyone would panic in a disaster
situation, though that seems to be
a fallacy perpetuated by the media
and entertainment industry.
Coming full circle, Solnit made
remarkable connections with natural disasters and the recent Occupy
Movement. She claims that disasters
often unfold like revolutions, powerful rebirths of civil society. She believes that most people are resource-

ful in times of conflict. "Knowledge
is power, misinformation can be
fatal," she says, noting that those in
power withhold information that
leads to the belief that we are the
chaotic force in the world.
"We are told, 'human beings are
generally selfish,' but we need to
connect, need to belong, need to
have a voice."
Solnit inspired Saint Mary's College students on a cold Tuesday evening, and sparked debate and conversation in a question-and-answer
session at the end of her lecture. In
the end, she says, "Everyday life is a
disaster, but when we come together
in times of tragedy, we find exceptional examples of humankind."

Coffeeho'Q.se
Wednesday, January 25, 2012
8:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
• Contact Reuben Greenwald

x4704
Chapel Quiet Time
Thursday, January 26
Friday, Januaty 27
11;00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Chapel

.x4366

FILM: Next showing in Walnut Creek
continued from page 1
presence.
Seeing ourselves in art through
the lenses of others' expressions
strengthened the overall encouragement to delight in who we
are as masterpieces in our own
creations.
The film How to Be Alone took
a completely different approach.
It was composed of a single performer in her twenties, speaking
a poem as her sceneries and scenarios played along with music,
animated doodles, and bright
situations.
She asks her viewers to imagine themselves out in an 'acceptable place' to be alone: a coffee
shop, park, library, museum,
and so on. Then she challenges
the viewer to see that "there is
heat in freezing, be a testimony."

Even what might seem a cold
solitude can produce a fiery
confidence and unlimited possibilities.
In this film the viewer is congratulated and strengthened in
viewing a singular person out to
dinner with themselves. The message touched on aspects of life
that often get stigmatized in our
social cultures for being 'alone.'
The series was meant to make
the room of students and faculty inspired and challenged to
reevaluate personal goals and
triumphs. The festival has since
moved on to other venues, but
there will be another LUNAFEST showing at YogaWorks
in Walnut Creek (1131 Locust
Street) on January 28, at 4:00
p.m.

Planning an event?
Want it in The Collegian?
mail us with the details of yo
event at:

collegia@stmarys-ca.edu
or call for more information:
(925) 631-4279
Sorry, hut riue tb space
limifatwns. we.~annot list
indivf4ual club meetings.
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OPiN"IoN
B~ked good Occupy brings fight to Washington D.C.
a 1 r P o r t Organization speaks for you, too, whether you know it or not
•

paranoia
bv Sara Desantis
Assistant Opinion Editor

S

ince the terrorist attacks of a
few years ago, America has
had to face its vulnerabilities. However, recent updates on TSA policy at
airports have shown that the country
has descended into a lower and more
absurd level of paranoia.
Be forewarned, if you are planning
on taking a pie, cake, or cupcake as
carry-on when you travel home for
January Term break, expect some
extra attention from TSA officials.
Unfortunately, there is especially no
hope for those who prefer the current
cupcakes in a jar. A policy enacted after the United Kingdom liquid bomb
plot of 2006 limits the amoµnt of
liquids, gels, and aerosols allowed in
carry-on luggage. According to TSA
agent Bob Burns, who writes posts on
the agency's blog, icing qualifies as a
"gel." He has gone on to clarify that
the thin layer of icing on a cupcake,
however, is less dangerous than the
thicker layer found in the jar variety
of cupcake.
Explaining the TSA's reasoning,
Burns wrote, "When you think about
it, do you think an explosive would
be concealed in an ominous item that
would draw attention, or something
as cute as a cupcake jar?" Besides
wondering who would actually want
to eat a cupcake from a jar, I am
curious to see how far this wave of
paranoia will stretch.
Terrorists want to make us fear
them. By constantly stressing over
minute security protocols and whether or not a chocolate cupcake will
detonate in a plane halfway over
the state of Wyoming, we are giving
them the exact reaction they want
from their targets. We have created
a culture of fear that has led to an
increase in aggression and discrimination among American citizens.
We assume by outside appearance
that every Middle Easterner going
through the airport is on a mission to
carry out a terrorist plot. However,
we are forgetting that the terrorists
who struck fear in our country were
a group of extremists. Not every
non-blond man, woman, and child
is a terrorist, and I am sure they fear
that small, extremist group as much
as we do.
Now, I am in no way saying
that we should start letting people
freely walk into the airport with
questionable crates marked "Danger,
Explosive!" on them, but we should
start examining our security policies
when an apple pie has to be given a
full background check. Pretty soon,
stuffed teddy bears will be frisked as
their young owners are subjected to
questioning.
It is not only the discriminating
fear that cripples our country, but also
its repercussions in future generations. We can.riot raise our children
in a society that is afraid. How can
they grow and work in a society that
teaches them duck and cover when
they see someone carrying a box of
cupcakes? With security policies and
general populace fear taking over
what common sense the country has
left, no cupcake is safe.

bV Robert Slaughter
Contributing Writer . ·

'm writing to you today out
of great respect and humility for our world, our college and
our fellow peers here and abroad.
As college students growing up in an
imperfect world, we have witnessed
that our education system is currently
in a state of turmoil.
The Occupy Movement has been
an important piece in spreading
consciousness in our country and on
our college campuses. But even as we
continue our occupations across this
nation and amongst the international
community, we realize that there are
still some people who are unaware of
our common cause.
Not affected by the economic state
of affairs, they turn the other cheek in
a selfish and ignorant manner. These
people in power are only interested in
their own self interest and financial
gain while they step on the backs iUld
necks of those who matter the most
to this nation of ours.
The Occupy Movement has
brought people from all walks of
life together to critically analyze
their country and to find a common
solution to national problems. They
understand that neither politics nor
politicians can solve our problems
- it's up to the people themselves.
On college campuses across the
country, students much like ourselves
are challenging the status quo and
asking their institutions and those in
power the harder questions that tend
to be swept beneath the rug. This
social movement is not just about
one individual, but more about us as
a human race, a collective of people
reaching and searching for a common cause that benefits all.
In Washington DC, Connor Elkington, Elizabeth Henningsgard and

I

I had the rare opportunity to meet
with all of the Occupy groups in our
nation, march alongside one another,
and protest at the nation's Capital,
the Supreme Court, and the White
House. We voiced our concerns as
members of the 99% and as college
students who relate to each and everyone of you here at Saint Mary's.
Through this and our involvement
in the Occupy Movement we have
come to understand the enormities
and difficulties of the challenges that
lay ahead.
As of today there are exactly
1,546 Occupy encampments across
this nation, and within those cities
there are college students just like us
who are faced with the reality that
our education has come at a huge
expense and burden. At the center
of this dilemma is the fact that, as

the next generation, we lack the tools
and certain resources that were once
promised to us by our government
and institutions of higher learning.
It is up to us to change the course
of history and to rattle the cages of
those who are unaware of the world
around them. The world is changing
and we need their voices, we need
their ears, and we will be the great
defenders of the new destiny on the
horizon we are currently creating.
Every student at Saint Mary's has a
unique talent and ability that will help
change the face of our country, our
college, and this world. Some may not
see it now, but those talents and abilities are still blossoming within them.
Those of us who lack knowledge
and understanding about the Occupy
Movement need to began to educate
ourselves and understand how this

social and global movement relates
to us. We can't forget that on other
college campuses, students have been
brutally beaten, pepper sprayed, and
shot with projectiles for defending
what they believed what right and
just. Their voices have been heard.
The whole world was watching,
and continues to watch them today.
Their sacrifice and bravery in the face
of danger can't go unnoticed and
unacknowledged, because they do
so at our expense. They made those
sacrifices for students and people
much like ourselves today.
So I ask you to stand among your
fellow peers, engage in dialogue and
explore the world around you. You
may not understand or even realize
it, but you are the 99%, and your
voice and actions make a difference
in our society.

Courtesy of upi.com

Pope makes speech against same-sex families
Vatican forgets the meaning of 'Love thy neighbor as thyself'
bV Jamie Douglas
Staff Writer

"'\ "l fh.en

Pope Benedict XVI
addressed representatives
from over 180 nations in his "State
of the World" address, the leader
of the Catholic Church called for
religious tolerance and kindness
towards Catholics, while at the
same time making wildly cruel and
ignorant statements toward the gay
community. According to the guy
in the funny dress, gay marriage's
colossal impact on the sacred heterosexual world of marriage essentially

VV

undermines "the future of humanity
itself."
Now before I go into how sickening this comment is, I want to list a
few things that come to mind when
I think of the destructive forces
against humanity: Suicide bombers, drug cartels, robbery, rape, 16

and Pregnant.
Now if that creates a foundation
for you, think about what the ideal
trait of humanity should be. If you
believe humanity at the core is based
upon love and peace, we're on the
same page; if not, then I'll get you

Courtesy of christourlight.org

the number of the MTV casting
department.
There is a serious offense here that
needs to be evaluated. · The statements released by the media were
what the Pope said, verbatim, in
his speech transcript. He began his
address in a positive manner, saying
the best way for everyone to move
forward is "through the recognition
of the inalienable dignity of each
human person and of his or her
fundamental rights."
This is a great step for the Catholic
Church. Tolerance, open mindedness, and recognizing the basic rights
of human beings (which should
include love). However, the only
individuals he believes to deserve this
right are strictly practicing Catholics.
To take it a step further, he implied
that homosexual married couples
should not start a family. The Pope
said in his address, "Pride of place
goes to the family, based on the marriage of a man and a woman. This
is not a simple social convention, but
rather the fundamental cell of every
society." However, in the United
States, we have taken drastic leaps
in bringing about equality for gays.
Every argument needs support,
so here is mine. We have plenty of

healthy examples of gay couples raising well-rounded, open-minded children. Elton John and his husband
are raising a child, and Neil Patrick
Harris and his husband have adopted
twins, raising them in an incredibly
loving and warm home. To take into
account the successes and failures of
the average straight couple, there is
no proof that homosexual couples
would be any worse parents. I would
go so far to believe that gay couples
are that much more committed to
their love and families, because they
understand the trials they have to go
to in order to prove to the world that
they deserve to be together.
The Pope, who has previously
been quoted as saying that "openness
to life is a sigil of openness to the
future," should realize that openness
to life includes being open-minded.
We need to understand that the only
way our societies are going to evolve
for the better is if we don't allow our
leaders and role models to limit our
respect and tolerance for only a segment of the population. As long as
they do it in love, everyone deserves
the respect and encouragement to
have a healthy and open-minded
family, whether the couple starting
it is straight or gay.
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OPiNioN
Law takes aim at ethnic studies program

Censoring
Arizona celebrates MLK's memorial with a book banning tor copybv Rebecca laird
right's sake
Contributing Writer

O

n January 10, the Mexican
American Studies (MAS)
program of Arizona's Tucson Unified School District {TUSD) was
ordered to have posters, artwork, and
seven books removed from the classrooms in an attempt to deconstruct
the MAS program. One of the MAS
teachers was quoted saying, "It's not
just the books. It's everything we've
ever created." After the actions of
the TSUD, it is difficult to grapple
with what exactly went wrong. The
protesting responses seem to be an
overwhelming reaction to an unconstitutional violation of HB 2281
legislation that states public school
students should not be taught to
discriminate against other races or
social classes. The immediate effects
of the violation were felt last week as
the many books, such as Rethinking
Columbus: The Next 500 Years, were
boxed up and confiscated for the
'depository.'
• Having books and materials that
have contributed to the overwhelm-

ing success of the MAS department
in recent years boxed up and seized
(in some cases in front of students
during class), taught nothing less
than discrimination and resentment
towards the Chicano culture and at
the expense of Mexican American
history:
However, part of HB 2281 states
that the teaching of racial oppression should not be restricted. Yet
Superintendent Ruppenthal retaliated with the Office of Administration Hearings' ruling that the MAS
courses violated Arizona state law
ARS 15-112. The law states that no
school will have classes that promote
a particular ethnic group or "advocate ethnic solidarity instead of the
treatment of pupils as individuals."
Ruppenthal alleged that the MAS
program violated the last three of
the four, but an audit conducted by
Texas-based Cambium Learning Inc
found that none of the ARS 15-112
laws were violated by any of the
literature, history, government, or
art courses that the MAS program
offered. A MAS teacher, Roberto
Dr. Cintli Rodrigues, confirmed

on January 20 that the listed books
taken from Cambium were actually recommended to the expanding
MAS-TUSD program because of
recorded positive academic affects
on participating students.
Now, teachers are left stripped of
year$ of organized and innovative
curriculum and materials with no
considerate time to assemble new
ones, which would still need a scrupulous approval. Making sure they
are in accordance to the ARS-15-112,
teachers may not include materials
that, "are designed primarily for
pupils of particular ethic group," and
it seems this is meant in the broadest
sense of designed priman1y.
Students a:re left wondering why
the library can carry the books, and
other departments are able to implement the texts, yet their MAS classes
are banned from even the sight of the
front covers, let alone content. As the
administration is unable to answer
such specific questions, the unsettling
nature and politics behind the rulings
led to several responses by the community and students.
One response included a walkout

and march from Cholla High School
to the TUSD headquarters - a five
mile distance in solidarity during
which they were met by Lupita Garcia, who is in charge of the district's
ethnic studies programs. DA Morales
with the blog Tucson Citizen writes
that Garcia unabashedly told the
students that racism has nothing to
do with color and that Mexico is
where Mexican studies is taught,
not America.
"We will be working in the spirit
and memory of Dr. King to build a
new TUSD, one that serves every
student irrespective of gender, color,
race, ethnicity, sexual preference,
disability, economic status, or status
in this country," concluded Morales.
In this way, I urge students of Saint
Mary's College of California to see
that the agenda of democracy, budgets, and politicians needs to change.
This is a historical 21st century event.
Regardless of how little media attention it receives or how well these law
makers and administrative abusers
can back petal in press releases, This
is not an example of the America we
are rebuilding today.

Please calm down, we can't afford another war
International tensions high as United States and Iran butt heads
bv Katie Poner
Opinion Editor

Tran and the United States
.lhaven't been friendly since the
1979 Islamic Revolution, but their
relationship has taken a nosedive in
the last two months. It started when
Iran announced that they were in
possession of a US stealth drone in
early December. They claimed to
have downed it 140 miles into Iran, a
place where US military equipment
should not have been. Taking the
drone as a sign of American espionage, which it probably is, Iran has
opted to keep the aircraft and learn
what it can from its technology.
Then, in early January, the Iranian
military sentenced an American Marine to death for espionage. He was

visiting relatives in Iran when he was
arrested. Despite his family's assurances that he is innocent, which he
probably is, he seems to have become
a pawn between the two countries.
Shortly after this, the Iranian navy
performed military exercises in the
Persian Gulf, prompting the US
aircraft carrier in the area to temporarily leave. The Iranian government
then said that if an aircraft carrier
returned to the region, they would
act against it. They also threatened
to close the Strait of Hormuz . The
US government responded by saying
they will put their aircraft carriers
wherever international law allows,
and closing the strategic waterway
would be considered an act of war.
The next week, an Iranian nuclear
scientist was assassinated via car

bomb. The Iranian government
has decided to blame Israel and the
United States for the attack, though
Secretary Clinton went on record to
deny any connection to the attack.
And all of this comes amongst
international sanctions against
Iranian oil, and growing concerns
over the country's nuclear program.
On top of all this stpuidity, everyone
keeps saying how they're open to
diplomatic resolution, and nobody
is acting on it.
With all of this in mind, you can
see why people are freaked out. Both
countries are playing dirty, and everyone is on edge. It's leaving people
wondering: will Iran make nuclear
weapons? If they do, will they use
them? And of course, will the United
States and Iran start a war?

Tensions are high, but seriously,
everyone needs to calm down. Let's
think this though, shall we? We literally cannot afford to fight a war with
Iran. I cannot stress this enough. I
don't care if you're a pacifist or a
warmonger, take a look at the economic state of our country. The Iraq
and Afghanistan Wars have left our
country in extreme debt, and we're
still fighting one of them.The recession has left us crippled, and we are
not the superpower we once were.
A war with Iran will ruin us financially. We no longer have the funds
to wage another long term war, and
an Iranian war would be long term.
Our lead~rs need to start finding
diplomatic solutions to this problem,
rather than flirting with the possibility of war.

Basketball student section needs to get loud
You know it's bad when Gonzaga out-cheers us in our own stadium
bv Simon Trvzna
Assistant Sports Editor

"l 'l ]bile deciding on what col-

VV lege I wanted to attend,
there were three major factors: academics, location, and school sports.
I am a huge sports fan and one of
the reasons why I love it so much is
because I enjoy being part of a group
that almost wills the team to win
through loud chants and supreme
energy. Many people told me to
wait for the Gonzaga game because
it would be extremely loud, deafening, and a ton of fun. And while
it was, it could have been so much
better. Sadly, the BYU game that I
attended over Christmas break was
noticeably louder than the Gonzaga
game, and the BYU game only had
fifty or so students in attendance.
Our basketball team deserves better.
After decades of losing, Saint Mary's

finally has something to be proud of.
And while the program experienced
a revolution under Randy Bennett,
it is time that the student section
undergoes a revolution itself.
While the student section was
great against Gonzaga, they were
almost non-existent in our win over
Pepperdine. While Pepperdine is not
nearly on the same level as the Zags,
out of respect for them, the student
section needed to be just as loud and
creative as they were during our rivalry game; instead we were as loud as a
hibernating bear during winter. The
alumni took notice. In the discussion
forumGodisaGael.com, theywrote:
"We don't really have any creative or
original chants (Let's Go Gaels and
Defense, Gaels, Defense doesn't cut
it)" and that "our student section
lacks energy, creativity and passion."
One poster even went deeper, writing that "there has been a decline in

student enthusiasm for several years,
I just find this year's student body to
be so lethargic/ ambivalent that it has
become an almost embarrassment at
most games. "
While Randy Bennett and his
squad aim to become a nationally
kno'wn program, consistently win
WCC Championships, and try to
make the Final Four, it is the student
section's job to make our tiny gym
one of the toughest places to play
in the country. But as it stands now,
change needs to happen. It is fun
going to games now, but it could be
so much better. The same energy
needs to be in the building as if every
game we play is against Gonzaga.
After all, we want to leave a legacy
at this school instead of being known
as failing to take "advantage of the
one time in their lives when you can
be a fool and not have serious consequences." Come on, guys. We're

better than this. "The BS chants are
•the tell-tale sign that the kids just
don't know the game of basketball.
Nat every foul called against us is
bulls**t, show some knowledge of
the game, [it] just makes us look bad
on the national telecasts." A revolution of the student section is needed,
and fast. The team, the school, and
the alumni deserve it.
I have talked to some of my fellow
classmates about this and we are in
works of doing something. But as
Michael Jackson said, "it starts with
the man in the mirror." For the next
home game you attend, I plead you
to be loud, energetic, and knowledgeable. I beg of you to have pride
in your team and your school and
show it off. And even if the phrase
is overused in basketball, I want the
student section to be the sixth man,
to will the Gaels to another McKeon
victory.

bv Charlie Guese
Staff Writer

'T'he online file distribution
.l site N apster not only produced the first user-friendly music
downloading experience in the late
1990s, but it also brought about the
perpetual problems associated with
online piracy. Eleven years after
A&M Records and other members
of the Recording Industry Association of America sued and shut
down Napster, content producers
and governments continue to wrestle
against the proliferation of pirated
content online.
The Stop Online Piracy Act
(SOPA), introduced to Congress by
Representative Lamar Smith, along
with its related Senate bill Protect IP
Act {PIPA), aims to solve these issues
with piracy. However, if enacted, it
will cause serious hampering of free
speech and online freedom, endangering not only First Amendment
rights but also the very framework
of the World Wide Web.
SOPA is designed to allow U.S.
copyright holders to defend their
works against foreign violators. It
enables them to seek court orders
demanding the cease and desist of
breaching websites. Because it would
be U.S. law and a U.S. court order,
SOPA would effectively shut down
any U.S.-based website accused
of copyright infringement. SOPA
becomes much more dangerous,
however, when it is applied to a foreign-operated infringing website. If a
website is operated overseas, it may
ignore a U.S. court order, but SOPA
would call for the blackout of everything between the aforementioned
site and its users, meaning that websites, browsers, and search engines,
among many other parties, could be
shut down. In other words, this provision of the bill could have devastating
effects on the internet, leading to the
potential censorship and closure of
any website online, including giants
Google, Wikipedia, and Craigslist,
who all protested SOPA and PIPA
last week by blacking out their logos
or websites entirely.
While SOPA attempts to solve
piracy issues that have plagued creative industries since Napster, it is
ineffective at combatting the issue it
is designed to tackle and also aligns
U.S. internet policies with those of
China, Iran, and other countries
with oppressive regimes. SOPA is
well intentioned in undertaking the
struggle against pirated material.
Creative industries have lost billions
of dollars in revenue in the past decade as a result of millions of people
illegally downloading their content. It
could be argued that these industries
must rethink their business models
in light of the challenges arising, but
it is justified for them to expect their
copyrights to be honored.
This noble cause becomes hazardous if it begins to impede on free
speech and stifle others in innovation
and content creation. SOPA is fatally
flawed for that reason, as it attempts
to solve the problem of piracy while
invoking detrimental setbacks to free
speech and oppressive levels of censorship in the United States.
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Performing a 'Grimm' miracle in a month
January Term class erforms Hansel and Gretel this week
by Charlie Guese
Staff Writer

Christmas miracles are common knowledge, but Saint
Mary's students are likely unaware of the miracle that the
Performing Arts Department
undertakes in the month after
Christmas - condensing what
is usually a . three-month-long
process into one.
The viewing public can witness the result of this miracle in
the January Term production of
Hansel and Gretel. As a product
of the Jan Term course "Creating Theatre for Young Adults,"
professor Michael Cook has
transformed the two-page-long
Grimm Brothers tale into a lively, one-hour musical production.
While the original version of
the classic story ends rather solemnly, this production has been
adapted to appeal to the modern
child, with a gentler, cheerful finale.
Hansel and Gretel, who are
portrayed by incoming freshmen Oliver Reyes and Rebecca
Capriulo, are sent from their

parents, played
by sophomore
Michael Kuzmack and senior
Kimberly Sturiale, into the
Black Forest in
search of food . .-.
Their journey
faces
danger
when they become entrapped
in the cabin of
Minerva
the
Witch, who is
represented by
freshman Jennifer O'Brien.
The young
children
ultimately outwit
Minerva, who
subsequently experiences her
own whimsical metamorphosis.
The story teaches a didactic lesson, showing children the importance in obeying their elders and
using logic.
The cast and crew will be
performing the production eight
times this week in the LeFevre
Theatre to audiences of Kindergarten through third grade chil-

dren from Bay Area schools, but
it will also be performed two additional times - Wednesday at
7 p.m. and Thursday at 4 p.m.
- for Saint Mary's students and
the general public. Tickets cost
$8.

While they may be exhausted
from a month of endless preparation, all who were involved in
the production from the techni-

Thankfully existing in Berkeley
Cafe allows customers to experience some good food, gratitude
by Rebecca laird
Contributing Writer

Cafe Gratitude
1730 Shattuck Avenue
Berkeley, CA
(510) 725-4418
www.cafegratitude.com
Of the many diverse cafes
offered in the East Bay, there
is one that deserves a second
look and appreciation. Cafe
Gratitude, at 1730 Shattuck
Avenue in Berkeley, is 100
percent organic and vegan.
The care and restaurant is a
part of a conscious movement
in what they refer to as 'Sacred Commerce.' With classes
and occasional workshops
scheduled each month, Cafe
Gratitude specializes in bringing gourmet raw and cooked
cuisine to the people.
Not my first time by far, but
a first in the New Year, Saint
Mary's alumnus Brian House
and I stopped at our favorite
cafe to catch up and inspect
that our I AM COOL and I
AM YOUTHFUL smoothies could still brighten such

a rainy day. As we entered
we were greeted by sincere
smiles and welcomes . The first
few feet inside, a customer
can feel the difference in the
genuine concern and interest
in the atmosphere. The very
principle on which the cafe
is founded lightly encourages
its customers to be present in
their experience and enjoy in
a consciously organic way.
However, don't feel shy if you
just want a place to post-up
and get into your readings or
laptop. There is a lounge space
with couches that respects individual experience and makes
great perch to people watch.
Along with the rustic brick
interior and brightly colored
and
inspirationally
toned
paintings, you will be asked at
some point in your experience
by the waiter or waitress a
Question of the Day. We were
asked to tell the other person a
dream you have been holding
onto since you were a child.
As we began connecting wayback-when with present hopes

Courtesy of sustainlane.com

and aspirations, our drinks arrived.
In the hums of warm conversations in an open and relaxing atmosphere, Cafe Gratitude proposes a space and
time for escaping the bombarding choices and misleading 'organic' coinage at many
other restaurants and coffee
shops. A place that even the
least educated foodie can trust
and be thankful for, Cafe Gratitude ha.s continually received
the highest recommendations
by friends and the community.
However, as working and/
or full time students it is only
fair I warn, that like with
most things in organic and
vegan commerce, the prices
are aimed at quality. That being said, quality is absolutely
what you are receiving.
On your way out, don't feel
hesitant to check out their
book shelf of herbs, gifts,
and books for helpful ways to
bring gourmet, organic, vegan
and sustainable ideas to your
own home.

Courtesy of eastbayexpress.com

cal crew to the cast of five are
enthusiastic about the ten total
performances this week. In an
interview with The Collegian,
actress Jennifer O'Brien encourages everyone to attend one of
the two public showings.
"The audience will enjoy
the show because it's a musical
and a comedy. There are dramatic scenes, of course, but the

Courtesy of Saint Mary's Performing Arts

audience also laughs a lot, and
there's a lot of audience participation. It's entertaining, and it's
also a great way to support the
Saint Mary's arts program."
It may not be as magnificent as
a Christmas miracle, but the January Term production of Hansel
and Gretel promises to be just as
dazzling and charming.

Have You Heard?
Reverie Sound Revue
by Carlo Sosa
Staff W riter

Haunting. This would have to
word that best describes Reverie
Sound Revue.
On the other hand, the band
calls their music "an otherwordly
exploration of pop music," and
"a soundtrack for zero-gravity."
Without a doubt, they live up to
their word, with the chiming guitars, the subtle notes of the keyboards, a driving rhythm section
underneath, and a mysterious but
calming voice uttering eloquently
phrased verses. Oh, and everything
doused in a bucket-load of reverb.
The quintet is composed of
lead singer Lisa Lobsinger (widely
known for her work with Broken
Social Scene), John Marcel de
Waal and Bryce Gracey on Bass
and Drums, and Marc De Pape
and Patrick Walls on guitars. Originally from Calgary, Canada, they
broke into the indie music scene
with their self-titled DIY El;>. back
in 2002 but went their separate
ways during 2004. However, they
couldn't keep away for too long,
and in late 2005, they began writing and recording their full-length
record, despite being in four different cities. They
exhcanged ideas
through e-mail and
not a single member met in person
to lay down his or
her tracks. Nonetheless, the result
is the 11-track record entitled Reverie Sound Revue,
which has no signs
of discord despite
the distance be-

tween all the band members.
What stands out most about
the band's sound would have to be
Lobsinger's vocal work. Her voice
is powerful in the softest sense of
the word. In a time where singers
wail and belt to impress, you will
hear nothing but a whisper from
Lobsinger. Nevertheless, there is
a sense of pensiveness and loneliness that will bring out listeners'
emotions just as well. Her cooing
gives the lyrics whole new meanings, and makes the songs even
more ambiguous than written.
Blend her voice into the gentle instrumentals and you have moody
Britpop at its best.
Reverie Sound Revue is simple
and not in any sense earth-shattering, but that is not what they are
trying to do with their audience.
As their name suggests, they attempt to bring listers to a state of
abstracted musing, a reverie. Listening to them is calming and refreshing. Their music is catchy and
open ended. They are a daydream
amidst the busy world of music.
Recommended Tracks: An Anniversary Away, Off Rooftops, Arrows
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Men unbeaten in conference start
Gaels sweep four game homestand, pick up tough road win at Santa Clara

Lady Gaels on
three game
win streak
Team now tied with
BYU, Gonzaga for
first place
bv Simon Trvzna
Assistant Sports Editor

Prior to traveling to Spokane,
the women's basketball team
continued its dominance with
a ·close 75-51 win in Portland.
Led by shooting guard Jasmine
Smith, the Gaels were able to
overcome a tough Pilots team
who remained winless in league.
In a game that featured nine lead
changes, it was Saint Mary's who
took control of the game and ultimately built up a thirteen point
lead with 8:27 to play. However,
behind 15 points from Cassandra Brown, Portland remained
competitive and got back into the
game, trailing by two with only
five seconds left. After a Portland
foul, Jackie Nared, with ice in
her veins, drilled two free throws
to give her team a four-point win.

Andrew Nguyen/ THE COLLEGfAN

Jordan Page, shown here against Portland, connected on two big threes that pushed the momentum into the Gaels favor on Saturday at Santa Clara.

bv Simon Trvzna

of the game, but Saint Mary's
went on a 7-0 run to push the
lead to six with 7:49 left in the
first half. Saint Mary's led by
12 at the half and ultimately
pushed the lead to ·22 at 65-43
before coasting for the rest of
the game.
Following the emotional
victory over Gonzaga, Saint
Mary's experienced what many
students called a "hangover
game" two · days later against
Portland. The Gaels shot a
mere 31. 8 percent from the three
and 45.3 percent overall. However, behind great play from
Stephen Holt, whose father is a
Portland alum, and a strong de-

Assistant Sports Editor

Before Gonzaga rolled into
town, Saint Mary's had to fight
through an underachieving San
Francisco game. Predicted to
contend for the fourth spot (behind Saint Mary's, BYU, and
Gonzaga) , the Dons rolled in
to Moraga losing all three of
their conference games. The
skid would continue as Matthew Dellavedova went off for a
career-high 27 points while Stephen Holt was a rebound short
of his first career triple-double.
San Francisco was able to keep
pace for the first nine minutes

PLAYER OF THE W EEK
I

Matthew Dellavedova
Men's Basketball
The junior guard
scored 13 points
against Pepperdine
and 26 points in
Santa Clara in big
conference wins.

fensive effort, Saint Mary's was
able to pull out a 69-61 victory
over the Pilots. Stephen Holt was
the Renaissance Man, scoring
21 points and dishing out five
assists on offense, and coming
up big with seven rebounds and
five steals on defense.
When Pepperdine rolled into
McKean on Thursday, they had
the intention of getting revenge
for the Gaels' 74-45 drubbing
on New Year's Eve. Backed by
hot shooting from guard Caleb
Willis, Pepperdine, down eight
in the half, scored six straight
points to open the second half
and was down 29-28 with a little
over 18 minutes left in the game.
Randy Bennett did not call a
time out and his squad rewarded
him by going on a 15-6, and after
back-to-back three pointers by
Dellavedova and Holt, the Gaels
blew open the game with 5:56
left, leading 59-44, before ultimately hanging on to win 61-4 7.
. Having sold out their first
game in two years, Santa Clara

was gunning for Saint Mary's,
looking for their first conference
win of the year and an upset over
their longtime rival. For the first
thirteen minutes, the Broncos
put themselves in strong position to do so. Trailing by one
with 9:38 left in the game (after
trailing by six with 15:44 left)
Brad Waldow made a layup, and
Jorden Page hit a huge fadeaway
three, and Matthew Dellavedova
hit a jumper to turn the tide and
to put the Gaels up by six. A
Jorden Page three pointer with
5:43 left gave the Gaels a twelve
point lead and ultimately put
the game away. Due to poor officiating, both teams were in the
double bonus with ten minutes
left in the game, and the last five
minutes essentially turned into
a free-throw contest . Despite
shooting a horrifying 57.8 percent from the free throw line, the
Gaels outrebounded the Broncos
50-38 and got a big 93- 77 win .
Matthew Dellavedova led all
scorers with 26 points.

After a week-long break following their emotional win over
Gonzaga, the Gaels showed
no letdown in Moraga against
a solid Pepperdine squad. An
11-2 run late in the first half gave
Saint Mary's a twelve point lead.
Despite turning over the ball 26
times, the Gaels outrebounded
their opponent 45-32. The Waves
ultimately fought back, being
down 33-31 with 10:46 remaining in the game, before a 10-2
Saint Mary's run opened up the
game once again. Even though
the Waves were down five points,
the Gaels were able to hit on 12
of 13 free throws and hang on
for a 56-43 win. Guard Jasmine
Smith led all scorers with 19
points.
The three-game winning streak
has the Gaels tied for the West
Coast Conference lead with BYU
and Gonzaga, both teams that
Saint Mary's has defeated once
already. The Gaels only loss in
league was to San Diego. Saint
Mary's has two games at home
this week, taking on Santa Clara
on Thursday before squaring
off with Gonzaga in a critical
rematch.
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Saint Mary's: Two, Gonzaga: Zero
Men's and women's basketball teams upset ranked rivals

Go Gaels!

HERRICK:
Keeper sent to
MLS' Timbers
continued from page 1

also ended his Saint Mary's career with the best goals against
average in school history (1.04)
as well as being named to three
WCC all-conference teams. He
was also named to the NSCAA
All-Far West second-team and the
NSCAA Men's Collegiate Scholar
All-America Team following the
2011 campaign.
Herrick began training with
the Timbers yesterday, starting
preseason camp less than a week
after finding out about his selection.
There are no guaranteed contracts
for draft picks in MLS, but Portland
currently only has two keepers on
its roster, leaving the #3 spot for
Herrick to fill.
"The best you can do is get your
foot in the door and do your best
once you get there, and hopefully
things will work out for you," said
Herrick. "I've worked hard in
soccer all my life so I'm in a good
position where I can work hard and
keep improving and hopefully find
my way onto the Timbers squad."
What makes Herrick's selection
by Portland even more intriguing is
his Seattle upbrining. Over the last
few years MLS has seen a boom in
the Pacific Northwest region, with
Andrew Nguyen/ COLLEGIAN
the Seattle-Portland rivalry quickly
Junior guard Matthew Dell avedova drives to the basket against Gonzaga. Dellavedova scored 26 points and had six assists in the win.
becoming one of the most exciting
gos, who was ranked fourth best star that night. Rob Jones and Brad ence. But with Randy Bennett rivalries in not only MLS, but in all
Simon Trvzna
freshman in the country by ESPN, Waldow dominated the Zags' front- staying for ten more years, the American professional sports.
Assistant Sports Editor
stopped as soon as Saint Mary's 1ine, both on defense and offense. Gaels are on the verge of becoming
"Obviously being from Seattle
The instant the final buzzer freshman Brad Waldow dominated Even though he played ten minutes a mid-major power house. If the there's a great soccer culture up
indicated Saint Mary's 87-72 win the opening tip and Matthew Del- less than Harris, Waldow matched Gaels can string together a couple there, and I've been a part of that
over San Francisco, the common lavedova scored seven seconds into
the forward with 17 points, and of conference championships, they in the past," said Herrick. "But
thought among fans was simple: the game. On this night, Dellavedespite being outrebounded by one, will no longer be seen as underdogs, Portland has put together their
bring on the Zags. The rivalry, as dova made sure the buzz would
Waldow commited no turnovers but as favorites to beat Gonzaga. own soccer culture with a really
passionate as it is, remained one be about his school and not the
And they are more than able to do good fan base and a knowledgesided, until Jan 12. Gonzaga has rival Bulldogs. According to Rob while Harris had four. Stephen so, given that they now have won able supporters group. Obviously
won 11 straight regular season Jones, the star point guard is the Holt continued his strong league the last three games out of five in being drafted by the Timbers, with
wee tittles, and reached the most competitive on the team; his campaign with 13 points. Mitchell this rivalry.
the rivalry there, is a little different,
NCAA tournament every year performance proved it yet again. Young added 12 off the bench as he
Not to be outdone by the men, but with the culture they're putting
since 1999, including four Sweet With four minutes left in the game, continues to work himself back ill the Lady Gaels had a bigger axe together in Portland I think I'll be
16 appearances. Essentially, Saint he scored again, this time to give the the rotation following a groin injury to grind with Gonzaga. The Lady OK playing with them as much as
Bulldogs had not lost a league I can."
game since 2009 and were ranked
Someone Herrick will be keep23 in the nation when Saint Mary's ing in mind when in goal for the
visited Spokane. Having won last Timbers is Connor Redd, who was
against Gonzaga in 2004, the his back-up keeper his freshman
worp.en got off to a rough start, and sophomore seasons before
falling behind early and trailing by tragically passing away in Rome in
33-24 at halftime. Things wouldn't April of 2010.
get much better as the Zags and the
"He'd be the happiest person
Gaels traded baskets, with the Zags in the world," said Herrick. "As
taking a 41-31 lead with 14:31 to a diehard MLS and US soccer
play. But then Saint Mary's woke supporter, he would be ecstatic.
up. Fueled by Senior Alex Carbo- I'm sure he'd be giving me a really
nel, the Gaels went on a 16-2 run hard time with the whole Seattleto pull ahead 47-43. But the Zags Portland thing and the fact that I'm
fought back and tied the game up going up with the Portland squad.
at 51 with five minutes left. Three . He understood MLS and the rivalry
baskets by Carbone!, and a three- so I'm sure he wouldn't give me a
pointer by Jasmine Smith gave the break on that one."
Gaels a 60-52 lead with 2:08 left in
As for Herrick's future at Saint
Andrew Nguyen/ COLLEGIAN
the game. Once again, Gonzaga Mary's; he says he's putting off
Senior guard Alex Carabonel scored 18 points to lead the Gaels to their first win over the Zags since 2001.
fought back, and a three-pointer finishing his degree, acknowledging
with 31 seconds left pulled them that an opportunity like this doesn't
Mary's is trying to become the Gaels a 31-29 lead that they would earlier in the season.
within one, at 62-61. However, come around very often.
program that Gonzaga is now. And never relinquish. Using a constant
The emergence of Brad Waldow Saint Mary's was able to hit their
"As a kid you dream of playing
if that Thursday night in Moraga barrage of threes (he would finish is a strong reason for the Gaels' free throws down the stretch and professional soccer. If that means
is any indicator, they are well on 5 of 10), assists (6) and incredible undefeated start in conference play. ultimately pulled off the improb- putting off my last semester, really
their way.
jump shots, the Australian point Although Saint Mary's was favored able upset, winning 66-63.
my last two classes of my senior
All the buzz surrounding Gon- guard powered the Gaels to an by odds makers, the students still
The win was a significant one year, to play, that's something that
zaga, their elite frontcourt of Elias incredible 83-62 victory that humili- stormed the court, a sign of respect for the Gaels: with wins over BYU I'm OK with," said Herrick. "I plan
Harris and Robert Sacre as well ated the Zags.
to Gonzaga and the dominance and Gonzaga they have legitimized on finishing my degree, but hopeas their point guard Kevin PanDellavedova was not the only they have exerted on the confer- themselves as a wee contender..
fully not immediately."

